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STEVE McQUEEN

One of the most influential movie stars of all
time, 
Steve McQueen was known as the 
ʺKing of Coolʺ 
for his headstrong reputation, carefree
behavior and nonchalant attitude. 
He rose to the top of his fame in the 1960’s
and continues to be a fashion icon today. 





BRAND PRESENTATION

Steve McQueen glasses are the result of a
strong human bond supplemented by
common passions.
This adventure brings together automobile
and motorcycle collectors, free spirits and
cinema lovers.
All these elements form a chic and elegant
eyewear collection that evokes the classic
spirit of the 60s and 70s, inspired by the
timeless style of Steve McQueen.

Steve McQueen Eyewear isn't just an
eyewear brand, it's a state of mind.



THE SMQ LICENSE 

To control as possible the exploitation and
image of Steve McQueen, his son, Chad
McQueen, files the trademark SMQ (Steve
McQueen) in 2019. This same year,
MMC'Eyewear is the first one signs  the right
to design and distribute under official
lisense an optical frame collection. 
The goal is to put SMQ Eyewear like the
unavoidable men collection for the
independents opticians.

THE SMQ BEGINNING

The Steve McQueen Eyewear brand license
is the result of a strong human adventure.
A son runner in F3 and the connection
between the 3 men, Pierre, Gilles and Chad,
was made. A first human relationship, far
from a simple business story.
The two creators of the brand, undisputed
fans of SMQ, fans of vintage cars and
motorcycles and, finally, motorsport fans
very quickly established a certain
relationship with Chad and had his blessing
regarding the Steve McQueen Eyewear
project.



THE SMQ COLLECTION 

Offers thirty one high-quality designs that
incarnate understated elegance with a
simultaneously casual and vintage vibe.
With 4 complementaries ranges and her
refined details, the frames recall the actor's
free personality as well as his masculin
signature : 
sophisticated, sensitive and relaxed.
It's a style that also appeals to women and
suits them as well as it does men. 

Developed, conceptualized in France.
We made the choice to selected carefully
every material that's constitued a frame,
most of raw materials used are from France,
Germany and Japan.



DESIGN

HINGE RESEARCHES

Speedster 356 Porsche - Front Speedster 356 Porsche - Back

Redefining lines

FINAL VERSION

Brass rivets



TEMPLES VIEWS
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INSPIRATIONS

Ford Mustang in Bullitt, 1968 - The new color of  
Cool-110 & Indian-SP-109

Porsche 911 Slate Grey - The new color of  
Liberty-SP-039 & Indian-SP-105



RANGES
CLASSIC
Sleek lines, little size and vintage
Monobloc hinges, brass rivets and safety OBE screw. 
Inside end-tips engraving.
Brand mark on the top of the end-tips.



ICONIC
Strong style inspired by 70's models.
Bigger and thicker
Monobloc hinges, brass rivets and safety OBE screw. 
Inside end-tips titanium plate.
Brand mark on the top of the end-tips.



SIGNATURE
Vintage lines, big size and new OBE monobloc hinge. 
Star brass  rivet on right temple and COMOTEC 
safety screw. 
Inside end-tips titanium plate.
Brand mark on the top of the end-tips.

REBEL
Vintage lines, big size and 8mm acetate with new 
OBE monobloc hinge.
Star brass  rivet on right temple and COMOTEC 
safety screw. 
Inside end-tips titanium plate.
Brand mark on the top of the end-tips.







PRESS
20/20 EUROPE

April, may 2021



20/20 EUROPE
July, june 2021



PRESS
AUTO HEROES

COLLECTOR
July 2021



MOTO HEROES 
June 2021



THE GOOD LIFE
June, july and august 2021



CAFE RACER
July 2021



PRESS
TÊTU - PREMIERE - INROCKUPTIBLES

February, march, april 2021



WINDOWS



FIND US

stevemcqueeneyewear

stevemcqueen-eyewear.com 



CONTACT

MMC'Eyewear
2 Rue Perlet
13007 Marseille
+33 (0)4 91 33 40 52 
contact@mmceyewear.com




